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Discover England in a fresh light: showcases charming streets, villages, castles, and parks

Immerse yourself in the dining, drinking, and shopping scenes at locals' favourite spots from London to the countryside -

whether it's cosy pubs, tea rooms, or shops

Dive into the authentic atmosphere of England with stunning photos and rediscover the magic of your favourite landscapes

anytime

Includes lovingly illustrated maps, practical information, and engaging travel stories

Explore England as you never have before with our captivating travel book! From bustling London to picturesque villages like the

Cotswolds, experience charming streets, medieval towns, and authentic fishing villages. Our enchanting photography captures the true

essence. A perfect companion with a beautifully illustrated map and practical insights.

Explore the locals’ favourite spots, from cosy pubs and traditional tea houses to charming bookstores and hidden gem shops. Our

enchanting photos capture the authentic atmosphere of Good Old England and will surely captivate you. Dive into the old English

hospitality and atmosphere and let yourself be seduced by England in all its beauty!

Heide Christiansen began her career as a photo editor at a renowned travel magazine. Born and raised in Canada, with family in

Canada, Australia and the USA, she is an avid globetrotter. She particularly enjoys travelling to England, not only because of the

language, but also because of the dreamy cottages that remind her of home. It goes without saying that London is one of her favourite

cities. In her latest book, she embarks on a fascinating search for the jewels of this city and the country as a whole.
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